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Abstract - Islamic Bank grow all over the world, with first existence of Islamic bank in Middle East in 1970s and
continue to grow. According to Islamic Financial Services Board 2015, the industry’s assets are estimated to be
worth USD1.87 trillion as at 2014 and total Islamic Banking asset worldwide is estimated to be worth USD 1.47
trillion as at 2014. The first sign of Indonesia Islamic Banking begin appeared in 1992 which is Bank Muamalat
Indonesia and continue to develop. As the Banking Industry in Indonesia keep growing, the Bank have to maintain
their efficiency performance. This research aims to find out the difference between Non Islamic and Islamic
performance in term of efficiency using financial ratios. The data used in this research are balance sheet and income
statement Non Islamic, Islamic Business Unit, and Islamic Bank in Indonesia that are available during period 2004
– 2014. The total observation in this research is 1537 bank-year.  Method used in this research are computation with
financial ratios, descriptive statistic, and Mann-Whitney Test. The results from the descriptive analysis mean value
of each ratios, Islamic Bank efficiency performance shows that in early years of this study were not as good as Non
Islamic Bank. The result of this study can be used by Islamic Bank management to give empirical evidence to the
public that efficiency of Islamic Bank can come up and compete with Non Islamic Bank. Hopefully, it can increase
the market share in Indonesia.
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Introduction
Islamic Bank grow all over the world, with first existence of Islamic bank in Middle East in 1970s and
continue to grow not only in the Middle East but in all the world in Asia, Europe, and America as well.
The first sign of Indonesia Islamic Banking begin appeared in 1992 which is Bank Muamalat Indonesia
and continue to develop. Growth of the asset must be come along with market share, Bank Indonesia
said Islamic Banking market share should be more than 5%, but the realization is below the target.
From Statistik Perbankan Indonesia, Market share of Islamic Bank including IBU in Indonesia still
shows 4.85% in 2014.
As the Banking Industry in Indonesia keep growing, the performance of Islamic and Non Islamic Bank
must be increasing. One of the important aspect in Bank management is improving financial
efficiency of Islamic and Non Islamic Bank as Indonesia has huge potential to improve the Islamic
Banking in the country where the Muslim is majority. This research wants to find out the difference
between Islamic andNon Islamic performance in term of efficiency regarding Islamic Banking growth.
This research focus on comparing Islamic Bank and Non Islamic Bank efficiency to determine the
difference of Islamic and Non Islamic Bank from efficiency aspect using financial ratios.
This research study the efficiency of Islamic and Non Islamic Bank in Indonesia for limited time from
2004 until 2014 to give big picture about how well is the Islamic Banking performance in order to keep
up the national and international competition using financial ratios. The difference of this research
from previous research about Islamic Banking in Indonesia is the sample size in this research that
covers 1537 bank-years including all Non Islamic (Conventional) Bank, Islamic Bank, and Islamic
Business Unit in Indonesia.
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Literature Review
Islamic Banking Development in the world
The existence of Islamic Bank started at early 1970s, especially after the launch of the First
International Conference on Islamic Economics organized by King Abdul Aziz University in Makkah,
Saudi Arabia and the establishment of the first commercial Islamic Bank, Dubai Islamic Bank (DIB) in
the United Arab Emirates followed by the establishment of the international Islamic Development
Bank (IDB) in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia and the many private and semi-private commercial Islamic banks
that were established after that in Egypt, Sudan, Kuwait, Bahrain, etc. (Iqbal & Molyneux, 2005).In
2007 there were more than 300 Islamic financial institutions and over 250 mutual funds complying
with Islamic principles, in over 51 countries. And over the last decade this industry has experienced
growth rates of 10-15 percent per annum and expected to continue. (Solé, 2007).
Islamic Banking Development in Indonesia
According to Ascarya and Yumanita (2005) the first existence of Islamic financial institutions started
in early 1980s with the establishment of Baitut Tamwil-Salman in Bandung dan Koperasi Ridho Gusti
in Jakarta and the first Islamic Bank in Indonesia, Bank Muamalat Indonesia, established in 1992. Since
then, Bank Indonesia (central bank of Indonesia) in 1998 allowed conventional banks to open Islamic
branch or even fully converted into Islamic Bank at all. During 2013 Indonesia economic condition was
stable although economic development was relatively slower. This condition affect the development
of Islamic Banking in Indonesia, in 2013 the asset growth from Islamic Banks and Islamic Business Unit
was 24,2% for 242,28 billion rupiah. This result is lower compare to 2012 that reach 34% in asset
growth. However, the asset growth of Islamic Bank was bigger than Non Islamic (Conventional) Bank.
Islamic Banking Product
Islamic Banking are The Banks that operates guided by Islamic principles (Sharia). Islamic Banking has
quite different system compare to Conventional Commercial Bank, one of the most important
difference of Islamic Banks is the prohibition of interest or called riba in Arab language. Islamic Law
prohibit interest or riba in any transaction. Riba is not a payment for taking risks, nor is it the reward
for a constructive activity (Olson, Zoubi 2008).Islamic banks have some several product that they can
offer to their customer, which are:
1. Mudaraba
Type of partnership where Islamic Bank provide funds to an entrepreneur to conduct business
or productive activities. Profit and loss is shared between the banks and entrepreneur based on
agreement which contain agreed ratios between two parties. Islamic bank become passive
partner for the entrepreneur, if there is a loss, the Islamic Bank will lose his capital, and the
entrepreneur will lose the time and effort invested in the project.
2. Musharaka
Type of partnership where Islamic Bank become active partner and become management
partner for entrepreneur. Islamic Bank provide funds for equity and working capital to the
entrepreneur, with the agreement before about profit and loss ratio contribution between two
parties. Islamic Bank provide the funding for purchase of goods or commodities in return of
profit sharing.
3. Murabaha
Islamic Bank buy an asset or goods for the client that will be sell with markup price by the client.
The bank take the return in form of profit margin from the asset sale. The purchase price, selling
price, and the profit margin must be stated at the sale agreement.
4. Ijara
Ijara is rental contract by the Islamic Bank for the specific asset/equipment with time period.
Islamic Bank purchase the asset/equipment and rent it to the client with fixed fee for the rental.
The asset/equipment ownership remain to the Islamic Bank who buy the asset/equipment.
5. Bai at Salam
Form of sale contract where price is paid in advanced and the goods will be delivered in the
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future. Islamic Banks make the profit by the margin between the spot price is lesser than the
future prices.
6. Istisna
Contract to purchase goods for the third party. The price is paid to the manufacturer in advance
and the goods are produced and delivered in the future. This tool usually use for infrastructure
projects.
Differences of Non Islamic and Islamic Bank financial report accounts
According to Faturohman (2013) there are differences between Non Islamic and Islamic Bank writing
systematic. Non Islamic (Conventional) Bank in Indonesia reporting standards follow International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), but Islamic Bank in Indonesia follow the standards Accounting
and Auditing of Islamic Financial Institutions (AAOIFI). Several account changes between Non Islamic
and Islamic Bank used in this research will be explained in Methods section.
Previous research about Islamic Banking efficiency
Efficiency as one of the method to measure the company financial performance. Company can be
said efficient when the input is less than the output result of the process. The goal is of course to
maximize output which is profit. Efficiency can be measured from 3 approach which are maximizing
output, minimizing cost, and maximizing profit. This approach of production is widely known as
economic efficiency where the objective of producers becomes one of attaining a high degree of
economic efficiency (cost, revenue or profit efficiency). Olson and Zoubi (2008) studying Islamic and
Non Islamic Bank in GCC region for 2000 – 2005 time period. Financial ratios were used to define bank
performance which are profitability ratio, efficiency ratio, asset quality indicators, liquidity ratios, and
risk ratio. For efficiency ratios they used interest income to expenses, operating expenses to asset,
operating income to asset, operating expenses to revenue, asset turnover, net interest margin, and
net non interest margin. General findings of this study are Islamic bank are more profitable than Non
Islamic bank, but probably not quite as efficient.
Ika and Abdullah (2011) study about financial performance of Islamic and Non Islamic Bank in
Indonesia during 2000 – 2007 in Indonesia. 3 Islamic and 6 Non Islamic Bank compared in this study.
The efficiency measurement is using Asset Utilization ratio and Operating Efficiency ratio. The result
of efficiency measurement is that there are no significant difference between Non Islamic and Islamic
Bank in all efficiency measurement. Hasan, Mohammad, and Bader (2009) study efficiency of Islamic
and Non Islamic Bank in Middle East. This study evaluate cross country data in financial statements
of 40 banks, 18 Non Islamic and 22 Islamic Banks during 1990 - 2005. The countries are: Egypt,
Bahrain, Tunisia, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, UAE, and Yemen. Efficiency
measurement in this study use DEA non parametric approach. Findings in this study is that there are
no significant different between overall efficiency result of Non Islamic and Islamic Bank. Study of
efficiency of Islamic banks, financial ratios can be used to measure efficiency of bank performance.
DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) is more commonly used to measure efficiency. Mainly result of this
paper reviewed are about significance difference between Islamic and Non Islamic Bank efficiency.
The other paper result are varies whether Islamic or Non Islamic Bank have better efficiency
performance in comparison.
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Research Flowchart
Figure 1: Research Flowchart
Problem Identification: Identifying the problem that will be research and determine the steps to
analyze it.
Literature Review: Elaborate the theories that will be used in this research.
Hypothesis: Process of conducting hypothesis that will be tested in this research.
Data Collection: Process of gathering the data used to achieve the research objectives.
Data Computation and Analysis: Process of analyzing the data to find out the result of the research.
Conclusion and Recommendation: Explains the result of this research and what can be done to
improve the research in the future.
Hypothesis
After literature review, the next step is conducting hypothesis of the research. The hypothesis found
by analyzing the previous research that related to the topic of research which is Islamic Bank
efficiency. Because the previous research about comparative efficiency measurement varies whether
there is significant difference between Islamic and Non Islamic Bank performance, the hypothesis
conducted in this research with Mann-Whitney test is:
1. H0: There is no significant difference between Islamic and Non Islamic Bank efficiency
2. H1: There is significant difference between Islamic and Non Islamic Bank efficiency
If the significance difference exist between Islamic and Non Islamic performance of each ratio, the
measurement continue to observe mean and median score to define which bank has higher efficiency
of each ratio.
Data Collection
In this paper annual financial report of Islamic and Non Islamic Banks is an object of this research.
Financial report needed in this research are Balance Sheet and Income Statement of all bank in
Indonesia, both Non Islamic and Islamic Bank in time period 2004 – 2014. Source of data used in this
research are from OJK (Otoritas Jasa Keuangan), Bank Indonesia Website, Infobank, and previous
research data from previous researcher related to this topic. This research cover total 1227 Non Islamic
(Conventional) Banks, 232 IBU (Islamic Business Unit), and 78 Islamic Bank in time period 2004 – 2014.
Total 1537 bank-year included in this research.
Methods
First of thing is to measure the Islamic andNon Islamic Banking efficiency performance using financial
ratios. Descriptive statistic is used to determine average Islamic and Non Islamic Bank performance
by looking at the mean for each efficiency ratio. Also the median and standard deviation used to see
the distribution of the calculation result of each ratios. This research method of calculation based on
“Using ratio to distinguish Islamic and Conventional Bank” by Olsoun and Zoubi in 2008.  Several
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1. Return on Asset =
ROA or Return on Asset is one of the ratio to measure profitability. There are no different account
between Islamic and Non Islamic Banking in Balance Sheet and Income Statement to calculate the
ROA. The greater the percentage the stronger the ratio.
2. Return on Equity =
ROE or Return on Equity is another ratio to measure profitability. The difference in equity account
financial report in Islamic Business Unit (IBU) and computed by the proportion of the asset in IBU with
their Non Islamic Bank parent and multiply with their parent’s equity. The greater the percentage the
stronger the ratio.
3. Interest Income to Expense =
IEE or Interest Income to Expenses is one ratio to measure efficiency of bank performance. There is
difference in Islamic Bank and IBU financial report are interest and loan variable. The interest income
replaced by income from fund disbursement and interest expenses replaced by revenue sharing
distributed for investor of unrestricted investment fund. The greater the percentage the stronger the
ratio.
4. Operating Expenses to Asset =
OEA or Operating Expenses to Asset is a ratio that measure efficiency in term expenses and asset of
bank. Differences in Islamic Bank and IBU financial report are Operating Expenses in Islamic Bank and
IBU replaced by revenue sharing distributed for investor plus other operating expenses. The lower the
percentage the greater the ratio.
5. Operating Income to Asset =
OIA or Operating Income to Asset is ratio that measure efficiency in term of income and asset of bank
performance. There are no difference account in Islamic Bank and Non Islamic Bank. The greater the
percentage the stronger the ratio.
6. Operating Expenses to Revenue =
OER or Operating Expenses to Revenue is ratio that measure efficiency in term of expenses of the
bank. Operating Expenses in Islamic Bank is revenue sharing distributed for investor plus other
operating expenses. The lower the percentage the stronger the ratio.
7. Assert Turnover =
Asset Turnover is ratio that measure efficiency of bank performance. The interest income in Islamic
Bank and IBU replaced by income from fund disbursement. The greater the percentage the stronger
the ratio.
8. Net Interest Margin =
NIM or Net Interest Margin is one ratio to measure efficiency of bank performance in term of interest
income. The interest income replaced by income from fund disbursement and interest expenses
replaced by revenue sharing distributed for investor of unrestricted investment fund. The greater the
percentage the stronger the ratio.
9. Net Non Interest Margin =
NNIM or Net Non Interest Margin is ratio to measure efficiency of non-interest income of the bank.
There are no difference between Non Islamic and Islamic Bank account to compute NNIM. The
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greater the percentage is the stronger the ratio. After the calculation using 9 financial ratios above for
11 years (2004 – 2014), the calculation continue with descriptive statistic to calculate mean, median,
and standard deviation. Each year of calculation is the result of Islamic and Non Islamic Banking
efficiency using 9 ratios above in average per 1 year. After the calculation of descriptive statistic for
11 year, finally this research using Mann-Whitney test to find significant difference between Islamic
and Non Islamic Bank performance.
Data Computation and Analysis
The analysis of data computation based on the balance sheet and income statement with descriptive
statistic and significance test by Mann Whitney method (2 independent factor) to see the significant
difference between Islamic and Non Islamic Banks in terms of efficiency by 9 factor which are ROA ,
ROE, IEE, OEA, OIA, OER, NIM, and NNIM. The calculation of significance difference test is using 5%
significance level. This section will also explain the summary of all calculation that has been done in
this research.
ROA
ROA or Return on Asset is one of the ratio to measure return (income) based on their asset. The higher
the percentage the better the ratio. Table 2 shows the result of descriptive statistic (mean, median,
and standard deviation) and Mann-Whitney test result of ROA for both bank.
Table 1: ROA calculation result
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te: I: Mean score of Islamic is Bank significantly higher than Non Islamic Bank
N: Mean score of Non Islamic is Bank significantly higher than Islamic Bank
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Bold:
p value shows rejected
hypothesis
As seen on table 1 year 2004 – 2006 the p value score are 0.000, 0.003, and 0.013 respectively. In 2012
and 2014 p value score are 0.002 and 0.001. It means that there are significant difference between
Islamic and Non Islamic Bank in ROA because p value is lower than 5% significance level. From 2004
– 2006 mean and median of Non Islamic constantly higher than Islamic bank. The result of mean and
median during 2004 - 2006 shows that Non Islamic Bank is significantly higher in ROA than Islamic
Bank. For 2012 and 2014 mean and median score of Islamic Bank is constantly higher than Islamic
Bank. This means Islamic Bank ROA for 2012 and 2014 is significantly higher than Non Islamic Bank
ROE
ROE or Return on Equity is another ratio to measure return (income) based on equity. The higher the
percentage the better the ratio. Table 2 shows descriptive analysis (mean, median, and standard
deviation) and Mann-Whitney test result of ROE for both bank.
Table 2: ROE calculation result
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te: I: Mean score of Islamic is Bank significantly higher  than Non Islamic Bank
N: Mean score of Non Islamic is Bank significantly higher than Islamic Bank
Bold: p value shows rejected hypothesis
As seen on table 2 year 2004, 2012, 2013, and 2014 p value score are 0.000, 0.006, 0.001, and 0.008
respectively. This means during 2004, 2012, 2013, and 2014 that there are significance difference
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between Islamic and Non Islamic Bank because p value are lower than 5% significance level. In 2004
mean and median shows that Non Islamic Bank is significantly higher than Islamic Bank. During 2012
– 2014 Islamic Bank mean and median score is constantly higher and this result shows that Islamic
Bank ROE is significantly higher than Non Islamic Bank.
IEE
IEE or Interest Income to Expenses is one ratio to measure efficiency of bank performance. The higher
the percentage the better the ratio which means more efficient. Table 3 shows descriptive analysis
(mean, median, and standard deviation) and Mann-Whitney test result of IEE ratio for both bank.
Table 3: IEE calculation result
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te: I:Mean score of Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Non Islamic Bank
N:Mean score of Non Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Islamic Bank
Bold: p value shows rejected hypothesis
Based on this result, the rejected area was back in year 2004 when the p value shows 0.000 lower than
significance level 5%. In 2004 mean and median score are 0.071 and 0.049 for Islamic Bank, then 0.138
and 0.110 for Non Islamic Bank. This means that Non Islamic Bank is significantly more efficient in IEE
than Islamic Bank.
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OEA
OEA or Operating Expenses to Asset is a ratio that measure efficiency in term expenses and asset of
bank. The lower the percentage the better the ratio, which means more efficient. Table 4 shows
descriptive statistic (mean, median, and standard deviation) and Mann-Whitney test result of OEA for
both bank.
Table 4: OEA calculation result
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te: I: Mean score of Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Non Islamic Bank
N: Mean score of Non Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Islamic Bank
Bold: p value shows rejected hypothesis
In year 2010, 2011, and 2013 p value score are 0.008, 0.045, and 0.000 respectively. This means during
2010, 2011, and 2013 that significant difference is exist in those years because p value is lower than
5% significance level. Based on mean and median score, the result in 2010, 2011, and 2013 shows that
Islamic Bank mean and median score is constantly higher. Islamic Bank is significantly more efficient
than Non Islamic Bank.
OIA
OIA or Operating Income to Asset is ratio that measure efficiency in term of income and asset of bank
performance. The higher the percentage the better the ratio which means more efficient. Table 5
shows descriptive statistic result (mean, median, and standard deviation) and Mann-Whitney test
result of OIA for both bank.
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Table 5: OIA calculation result
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te: I: Mean score of Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Non Islamic Bank
N: Mean score of Non Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Islamic Bank
Bold: p value shows rejected hypothesis
Based on calculation result, p value in 2004, 2005, 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2014 are 0.0024, 0.044,
0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, and 0.000 respectively. This mean during 2004, 2005, 2008, 2010, 2011,
2012, and 2014 there are significant difference between Islamic andNon Islamic Bank because p value
is lower than 5% significance level. In 2004 and 2005 Non Islamic Bank mean and median score is
constantly higher than Islamic Bank. This result shows that Non Islamic Bank significantly more
efficient than Islamic Bank in 2004 and 2005. In year 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2014 Islamic Bank
mean and median score is higher than Non Islamic Bank. This result means that Islamic Bank is
significantly more efficient than Non Islamic bank during 2008, 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2014.
OER
OER or Operating Expenses to Revenue is ratio that measure efficiency in term of expenses of the
bank. The lower the percentage the better the ratio which means more efficient. Table 6 shows
descriptive analysis result (mean, median, and standard deviation) and Mann-Whitney test result of
OER for both bank.
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Table 6: OER calculation result
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te: I: Mean score of Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Non Islamic Bank
N: Mean score of Non Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Islamic Bank
Bold: p value shows rejected hypothesis
P value in 2004 are 0.009 and during 2010 – 2014 p value are 0.000. This means significance difference
exist between Non Islamic and Islamic Bank for OER during 2004, 2010, 2011, 2012, and 2014. In 2004
mean and median score are 0.892 and 0.815 for Non Islamic Bank, then 3.469 and 0.854 for Islamic
Bank. This result shows that Non Islamic Bank significantly more efficient than Islamic Bank. Mean
and median score of Islamic bank is constantly higher in 2010 – 2014. This means that Islamic Bank is
significantly more efficient than Non Islamic Bank.
ATO
Asset Turnover is ratio that measure efficiency of bank performance. The higher the percentage the
better the ratio which means more efficient. Table 7 shows descriptive analysis result (mean, median,
and standard deviation) and Mann-Whitney test result of ATO for both bank.
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Table 7: ATO calculation result
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te: I: Mean score of Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Non Islamic Bank
N: Mean score of Non Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Islamic Bank
Bold: p value shows rejected hypothesis
Based on calculation result, 8 consecutive years started in 2004 until 2011 p value score are 0.000,
0.004, 0.002, 0.000, 0.001, 0.001, 0.020, and 0.011 respectively. This means from 2004 until 2011 there
are significant difference between Islamic and Non Islamic Bank of ATO. Non Islamic Bank mean and
median score is constantly higher for 8 consecutive years. This result of mean and median score show
that Non Islamic Bank is significantly more efficient than Islamic Bank.
NIM
NIM or Net Interest Margin is one ratio to measure efficiency of bank performance in term of interest
income. The higher the percentage the better the ratio. Table 8 shows descriptive statistic result
(mean, median, and standard deviation) and Mann-Whitney test result of NIM for both bank.
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Table 8: NIM calculation result
In 2004 p value score is 0.009 and that is below the 5% significance level. This result in 2004 means
that between Islamic andNon Islamic Bank there is significance difference for NIM. In same year mean
and median score are 0.061 and 0.053 for Non Islamic Bank, then 0.037 and 0.044 for Islamic Bank.
This means Non Islamic Bank is significantly more efficient than Islamic Bank.
NNIM
NNIM or Net Non Interest Margin is ratio to measure efficiency of non-interest income of the bank.
The higher the percentage is the better the ratio which means more efficient. Table 9 shows
descriptive analysis result (mean, median, and standard deviation) and Mann-Whitney test result of
NNIM for both bank
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te: I: Mean score of Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Non Islamic Bank
N: Mean score of Non Islamic is Bank significant more efficient than Islamic Bank
Bold: p value shows rejected hypothesis
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Table 9: NNIM calculation result
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te: I: Mean score of Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Non Islamic Bank
N: Mean score of Non Islamic is Bank significantly more efficient than Islamic Bank
Bold: p value shows rejected hypothesis
During 2005 until 2009 p value score are 0.002, 0.001, 0.031, 0.001, 0.002, while during 2010 until 2014
p value shows 0.000. That’s mean there are significant difference result of NNIM for Islamic and Non
Islamic Bank in 2005 – 2014. The mean and median result from 2005 – 2009 shows that Non Islamic
Bank is constantly higher than Islamic Bank. It means that Non Islamic Bank is significantly more
efficient than Islamic Bank. Islamic Bank in 2010 – 2014 shows higher mean and median score than
Non Islamic Bank. This means that Islamic Bank is significantly more efficient than Non Islamic Bank.
Summary
Summary of calculation result between Islamic and Non Islamic Bank done in this research shows in
table 10. There are total 9 ratio and 11 years of calculation and analysis of descriptive statistic and
Mann-Whitney test.
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Table 10: NNIM calculation result
ROA ROE IEE OEA OIA OER ATO NIM NNIM
2004 N N N N N N N
2005 N N N N
2006 N N N
2007 N N
2008 I N N
2009 N N
2010 I I I N I
2011 I I I N I
2012 I I I I I
2013 I I I I
2014 I I I I I
I
Average score of Islamic Bank significantly more efficient than Non
Islamic Bank
N
Average score of Non Islamic Bank significantly more efficient Non
Islamic Bank
Non Islamic Bank mostly having higher mean and median score than Islamic Bank in time period 2004
– 2007, the ratios that show Non Islamic mean score is higher than Islamic Bank in time period are
ROA, ROE, OIA, OER, ATO, NIM, and NNIM. In 2008 Islamic Bank keeps increasing the performance
and until 2010 starting to achieve same or even better performance based on the mean score result.
Islamic Bank is having better efficiency performance in the following ratio: ROA, ROE, OIA, OER, and
NNIM. While the rest of ratios: IEE, OEA, ATO, and NIM Islamic Bank efficiency performance is not
showing significance difference with Non Islamic Bank, that’s mean the performance between both
banks is nearly the same.
Conclusion
Islamic Bank growth in Indonesia is fast compared to Non Islamic Bank. In term of asset, Islamic Bank
growth reach more than 10%. Although Islamic Bank growth rate is fast, market share of Islamic Bank
in Indonesia still below 5%. With this condition, efficiency is one of the important factor to ensure
Islamic Bank credibility. Findings from the calculation with descriptive statistic and Mann-Whitney
test, Islamic Bank shows great progress as time goes on. From the descriptive analysis, mean value of
each ratio, Islamic Bank efficiency performance shows that in early years of this study were not as
good as Non Islamic Bank. Islamic Bank keeps increasing their efficiency and started in 2010 starting
to achieve the same even better result of performance based on the mean and median score result.
At the end, Islamic Bank is increasing their efficiency performance and starting to catch up Non
Islamic Bank that show more stable performance in this research. This result, however, must consider
the fact that Islamic Bank is not as big as Non Islamic Bank and it makes Islamic Bank easier to
maintain their efficiency.
Recommendation
Indonesia as one of the country with big Muslim population have big potential to increase their
competitiveness in Islamic Finance sector in the world. Malaysia and Middle East country is an
example of the leading country in Islamic Finance. As Indonesia is the biggest Muslim majority
country, Indonesia has huge potential to develop Islamic Banking. Based on this research there are
several recommendation that perhaps may help the growth of Islamic Bank in Indonesia for Indonesia
Banking Industry and policy makers for banking especially Islamic Banking sector.
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On term of efficiency, especially in ratio based efficiency measurement, improvement can be done
with increasing the Net Non Interest Margin and Asset Turnover ratio that is the most differ from all
ratio that comparing Islamic and Non Islamic Bank because Islamic Bank haven’t achieved higher
result than Non Islamic Bank. The result of this study can be used by Islamic Bank management to
give empirical evidence to the public that the efficiency of Islamic Bank can come up and compete
with Non Islamic Bank. Hopefully, it can increase the market share in Indonesia as Indonesian Muslim
population is majority, Islamic Bank has huge potential to grow. For further research, improvement
can be done by finding out which efficiency measurement that most affect the market share of Islamic
Bank. Also same the same thing can be done with profitability, risk, and liquidity aspect.
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